
BENEFITS OF USING DIFFRENT MOTIVATION APPROACHES

The major benefits of motivation in an organisations are as follows: 1. with identifying the variables that go into
motivation and how they relate to one another.

Many employees are willing to work harder and more efficiently to earn external rewards such as extra
vacation time or even a new job title. Authors identified five major job characteristics that impact on the
psychological state of an employee and influence their motivation and job satisfaction, as well as their levels
of absenteeism, namely the variety of skills involved in a task, the identity and significance of the task,
autonomy, and feedback. If employees don't like their jobs of if they are disinterested it is going to show and
that is going to make your business look bad to your potential customers. More recently the content of
motivation is the higher level needs such as esteem and self actualisation Maslow , responsibility, recognition,
achievement and advancement Herzberg and growth and personal development Alderfer. The self-discipline
of an individual costs less and accomplishes much more than the discipline imposed by the boss from above.
But motivation raises discipline to a positive level. However, Expectancy Theory also suggests that the
process by which we decide our behaviours is also influenced by how likely we perceive those rewards to be.
Solving the causes of dissatisfaction will not create satisfaction. The potential problem with this theory is that
there is a possibility of a relationship between what people desire and what they consider important. Other
consequences of low employee motivation include absenteeism and high turnover, both of which are very
costly for any company. For organizations to make employees their biggest asset and retention purposes,
motivation should be a priority. Herzberg's findings revealed that certain characteristics of a job are
consistently related to job satisfaction, while different factors are associated with job dissatisfaction. Share on
Facebook As a small-business owner, you may be keenly aware that you need to keep your employees
motivated and on task. An unstable factor is less permanent, such as being ill. Firms could also afford to lay
off workers as productivity levels increased. If an individual believes they could have performed better, they
may be less motivated to try again in the future than someone who believes they failed because of factors
outside of their control. Chadwick, and Terry Walker. Self-Fulfillment Psychologist Abraham Maslow
suggested a hierarchy of internal needs each person has. Weiner theorised that specific attributions e. A
talented employee who feels de-motivated is unlikely to perform well at work, whereas a motivated employee
can often deliver far more than is expected from them! One of the most difficult tasks that most employers
face is in motivating their employees. Energy is diverted from self-preservation to improved task
accomplishment. Finally, individuals decide between alternative behaviors Wagner and Hollenburg,  Studies
as far back as have shown that highly segmented and simplified jobs resulted in lower employee morale and
output. Contactzilla is simple, secure contact management that blends into your existing workflow seamlessly.
Motivated employees are also a lot easier to retain than employees who lack motivation. May  Benefits of a
well-motivated workforce A well-motivated workforce can provide several advantages: Better productivity
amount produced per employee. In other words, we decide what to do based on what we expect the outcome to
be. This is a mistake having motivated employees is essential for the success of your business so you have to
make sure that you figure out how to make it happen. Check out these 51 inexpensive ways to reward
employees from author of The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur, Mike Michalowicz. If hygiene factors factors
outside the job itself, such as working conditions, salary and incentive pay are inadequate, employees become
dissatisfied. These are as follows. Controllability â€” how controllable was the situation? Individual factors
such as personality and skills determine performance Wagner and Hollenburg,  Based on the basic physical,
biological, social and psychological needs of human beings, Maslow came up with a five-stage theory that
places the needs of the individual in different categories and prioritizes their attainment. Certain aspects of the
job itself also shape how an employee perceives it. A qualitative approach and theory based application were
considered for this study. Managers who recognize the "small wins" of employees, promote participatory
environments, and treat employees with fairness and respect will find their employees to be more highly
motivated. At work, it might be that we work longer hours because we expect a pay rise. APA Badubi, R.
Related Articles:. He argued that there were certain factors that a business could introduce that would directly
motivate employees to work harder. Kennish, John W.


